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INTRODUCTION
This report, like those for 2015 and 2017, replaces the Dartmoor Bird Report, published from 1996 to 2014 by
the Dartmoor Study Group. It relates to the same geographical area covered both by its predecessors and The
Birds of Dartmoor (Smaldon 2005). This comprises the area within the Dartmoor National Park Authority (DNPA)
boundary, with the addition of the china clay districts around Lee Moor, Shaugh Moor and Crownhill Down, left
out of the National Park designation for political and business reasons.
The bulk of the report comprises species accounts, but it also includes brief reviews of the weather in 2018, the
Dartmoor Bird Report of 2008 and current Dartmoor bird projects and surveys. A more detailed description of
the latter will appear in a Review of Dartmoor Bird Research 2018-19 to be published in Devon Birds in 2020
(Freshney & Reay, in prep.).
The species accounts aim to provide a summary of birds recorded on Dartmoor in 2018. It is hoped that the
production of the report will encourage more active submission of records and so help create a more complete
picture of Dartmoor’s birds in 2019 and beyond. The records used are mostly those submitted to Devon Birds
for 2018 (including those from the national BTO surveys) and assigned to the Dartmoor parent site. Particular
use has been made of data from the following multi-species surveys:






Dunsford Woods. Numbers of pairs/territories are given for 2018, together with comparative counts
from other years, as submitted to Devon Birds and included in Price (2019). The main observer was
David Price.
Fingle Woods. For breeding birds, the number of pairs/territories are given for 2018 and taken from
Williams (2018). Comparative data from previous years are not included because the change in
surveyor between 2017 and 2018 may have contributed to some of the differences in counts between
the two years. For wintering birds, 2018 totals have been calculated from the data from three surveys
carried out on 27 Nov, 30 Nov and 10 Dec (Williams 2019). For both surveys, the sole surveyor was
Tom Williams.
South Brent Bird Surveys. The number of monads (1-km) squares in which the main species were
recorded during Jan and May surveys of the South Brent Parish Bird Survey are given. Also given are
the total number of squares derived from the two surveys if outside the 2014–17 range, and the number
of gardens where species were recorded during the Oct–Dec South Brent Parish Garden Bird Survey.
Records came from several observers comprising ‘Brent Birders’, coordinated by Peter Reay.
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SOME NOTABLE RECORDS











In Dunsford Woods, the highest numbers of Blue & Coal Tits, and the lowest numbers of Chiffchaffs
and Chaffinches, since 1980 were recorded. Overall, after two years with increases for many species,
population levels generally dropped back in 2018, but most remained at above average levels (Price
2019)
Barn Owl: a series of records on the moor in autumn
Black-tailed Godwit: a record count of 23 at Portworthy in Apr, and a first record for Burrator in Aug
Grasshopper Warbler: 11 nests found in the Princetown area
Hawfinch: five records, all singles Jan to Apr
Mute Swan: breeding at Portworthy (first Dartmoor breeding record)
Red-backed Shrike: pair believed to have bred successfully
Shelduck: breeding at Portworthy (second Dartmoor breeding record)
Shoveler: a record count of 27 at Venford on 2 Apr

WEATHER
The following summary of weather in Devon in 2018 has been taken from Mike Lock’s report for the Devon Bird
Report, mainly derived from www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk/summaries. This was another warm year,
although not as warm as 2017. However, May, June and July were a good deal warmer than average, as was
December. The summer was the warmest since 2006 and the driest since 2003, and June was particularly dry.
There was a spell of severe winter weather in late February – early March, with heavy snow and, in some places,
freezing rain. There was a further brief spell of wintry weather with snow in mid-March. Although the summer
was dry, the months of March, April, November and December were particularly wet.
The weather most likely to have affected birds were the two cold spells, short-lived but severe. The first started
in late February, when, from the 21st, cold easterly winds set in, bringing sunny cold days and overnight frost,
becoming steadily colder. The weather was bitterly cold on 1 March, with snow from Storm Emma reaching the
south-west from midday onwards, changing into freezing rain overnight which left everything covered with a
layer of clear ice on the morning of 2 March, and there was heavy snow in some areas, but a fairly rapid thaw
followed on the 3rd. The second period started with light snow late on 17 March which became much heavier
on the 18th, and drifting in the wind, but a rapid thaw followed on the 19th.
The immediate effects on birds in Devon of the first cold spell (the ‘Beast from the East’) have been documented
by Lock (2018), and this includes several Dartmoor examples. Clearly there were some mortalities among small
birds and Redwing, Fieldfare and Lapwing were turning up in unusual places and/or unusual numbers.
Repercussions on breeding populations would most likely be felt by early breeders or early migrants and there
is some evidence of declines from 2017 in the number of Grey Heron nests and on breeding Chiffchaff numbers,
at least at Dunsford and Bridford in the Teign valley. The dry summer might have had an adverse effect on
breeding Snipe, or at least on their detection.
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LOOKING BACK TO THE 2008
REPORT
Ten years ago, the Dartmoor Study Group was
thriving, and its annual report, The Dartmoor Bird
Report for 2008, a 108-page spiral-bound A5 book.
With 44 listed observers/contributors, there were
almost certainly more active birders sending in
records than at the present time, but Portworthy and
other clay pit areas probably now receive more
attention than then. Such changes in observer effort
make it difficult to interpret most of the differences
in the birds recorded in the two years, but inevitably
some species have gone up, and others down,
between 2008 and 2018.
The report mainly
comprised very detailed species accounts, and the
only project reports concerned breeding waders. In
addition, there was a short article on a late Fieldfare
flock.
Species recorded in 2008 but not in 2018, all single records unless indicated: Barnacle Goose, Cattle Egret, Cirl
Bunting, Golden Oriole, Grey Partridge, Marsh Harrier (2), Osprey (2), Ringed Plover (flying over), Sedge Warbler (8),
Snow Bunting (2), Turtle Dove, Whimbrel (2), Wood Sandpiper, Wryneck (2) and Yellow-browed Warbler (2). In
contrast to 2018, breeding was confirmed for Dartford Warbler, Kingfisher, Little Owl (at two sites), Teal and Willow
Tit. A pair of Golden Plover on territory marked the end of this species as a Dartmoor breeding bird, the last
confirmed breeding being in 2004. More records and/or higher counts in 2008 than in 2018: Black Redstart (10
records); Common Gull (420 at roost at Portworthy); Dartford Warbler (27 sites); Golden Plover (max count of 800,
at Sharpitor); Great Grey Shrike (records in Jan, Feb, Nov & Dec); Grasshopper Warbler (35 sites); Merlin (42
sightings, including seven during May–Sep); Red Grouse (19 sites including four on the south moor and two on the
east); Spotted Flycatcher (28 sites); Starling (an estimate of a million roosting at Okehampton Camp in Feb); and
Wood Warbler (17 sites just from casual records, an estimated 14 territories at Yarner alone and a general comment
‘very good signs for this nationally decreasing species’).
Species recorded in 2018 but not in 2008: Black-tailed Godwit, Gadwall, Greenshank, Hawfinch, Little Ringed Plover,
Mediterranean Gull, Pintail, Red-crested Pochard, Shelduck and Yellow Wagtail. In contrast to 2008, breeding was
confirmed for Common Sandpiper, Little Ringed Plover, Mute Swan, Shelduck and Tufted Duck. More records and/or
higher counts in 2018 than in 2008: Coot; Dunlin (non-breeding, and perhaps breeding); Mute Swan (three
immatures at Hennock in Nov 2008 was the first Dartmoor record since 1999); Pied Flycatcher (now more nest box
schemes, and higher production from some established ones); Shoveler; Tufted Duck; Wigeon; and Yellowhammer
(no garden records or double-figure counts in 2008).
No change. Most species have probably not changed a great deal, but adequate data are scarce. The exceptions
come from the few dedicated surveys of threatened species, such as Curlew, Lapwing and Ring Ouzel, where the
data show no improvement on the low populations and poor breeding success reported in 2008.
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SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Names and sequence of species follow those used in the Devon Bird Report species accounts, where scientific names
can also be found.
CANADA GOOSE. The only counts >100 came from Portworthy in Oct and Nov, with a max of 186 on 21 Oct, but >50
were also at Burrator and ECC Pit Complex (both with a max of 55 in Jun so perhaps the same group), and a flock of
40 flew over South Brent on 14 Oct. Recorded at 18 sites, but breeding only confirmed at Burrator, Meldon,
Portworthy and South Brent (Dockwell), and probable at Ashburton (Dartmoor Country Park). Recorded from four
out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 12 in May.
MUTE SWAN. As usual, recorded in every month from two sites at the southern edge of the area: South Brent Lakes,
the resident male of unknown origin; and Portworthy, up to six, including a pair which bred, fledging one juv from
four (CJE). This was the first breeding record for the site and for Dartmoor. The only other record was of three low
W over South Brent on 3 Sep.
SHELDUCK. All records from the clay pits, and apart from singles at ECC Pit Complex in Nov and Shaugh Lake in Dec,
all were from Portworthy, where one to three occurred in all months and, following the first Dartmoor breeding
record in 2017, a pair again bred, with 12 young present from 28 May to 6 Jul (CJE).
MANDARIN DUCK. No breeding records, but present in all months, and during the breeding season at Yarner Wood
and, on the Dart at Huccaby and Buckfastleigh. Max counts were from the Dart with five at Dartmeet and 12 below
Newbridge in Dec and 10 at Huccaby in Sep and Dec (roosting at dusk). Maxima of five or six were at Burrator (Nov),
Buckfastleigh (Aug) and Yarner (Jul), and one or two noted at Cadover Bridge (Apr), Shaugh Prior (Apr) and Venford
Res (Jul).
SHOVELER. One to three in Mar and Sep–Dec at
Portworthy were eclipsed by 27 (including 15 males)
at Venford on 2 Apr (PB). These were presumably
stop-over migrants enjoying a rest, which tallies with
the comment in Smaldon (2005): ‘...appears
occasionally on Dartmoor reservoirs only to be gone
again the next day……most in March, suggesting an
early spring passage’. However, 27 is an exceptionally
large number, and presumably a Dartmoor record
count.

Shoveler, part of a flock of 27. Venford, 2 Apr 2018 (P Bird)

GADWALL. A female was at Portworthy Jan–Feb and Jun–Sep.
WIGEON. Present in Jan–Feb and Sep–Dec. Regular in winter at South Brent Lakes, with a max of 28 in Dec, but
probably an under-estimate because of restricted view. At Portworthy there were 66 in Jan, and up to 11 from late
Sep to the year end. Elsewhere, the only records were of 11 at Fernworthy on 28 Jan, three (briefly) at the Avon Dam
on 29 Oct and one at Burrator on 22 Nov.
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MALLARD. The highest counts came from Burrator (max 165) and Portworthy (max 114), with counts >10 from seven
other sites and many smaller counts elsewhere. Recorded from seven of the 52 monads in South Brent parish in Jan
& nine in May (total = 10, cf. 17–21 in 2014–17). Fledged young were recorded from Avon Dam, Burrator (seven
broods of up to 20 in early Jun), Ditsworthy, Dunsford Woods, Hoo Meavy, Portworthy, Raybarrow Pool, South Brent
Lakes and Trowlesworthy.
PINTAIL. A pair was at Portworthy on 19 Nov.
TEAL. No confirmed breeding, but records during May–Jul came from Avon Dam (a single in Jun and Jul), Burrator
(one in Jun), Ditsworthy (pair in May, female in Jun), Little Varracombe (male in May), Maiden Hill (one detected by
trail camera at night on three dates in late Jul) and West Dart Valley (pair in suitable habitat in Jul). At Portworthy,
only absent between 28 May and 30 Jun, and the only site with counts >20, including 131 in Jan and 148 in Oct.
Elsewhere, the highest counts (with maxima) were from Avon Dam (20 in Nov), Burrator (17 in Nov), Fernworthy (12
in Nov), Shaugh Lake (10 in Dec) and Trowlesworthy (seven in Mar).
RED-CRESTED POCHARD. Following the male in 2017, the first on Dartmoor, a female was present at Portworthy 4
Feb – 8 Apr and 20 Jul – 29 Dec.
POCHARD. All records came from Portworthy, including a flock of 15 into roost after dusk on 17 Nov, and thereafter
a male and/or female until 25 Dec.
TUFTED DUCK. Most records came from the clay pits, and at least one pair bred at Portworthy where there were
records from all months, including up to nine adults and two broods in Jun-Jul on 17 Jun, and a max count of 21 in
Mar. However, more were present at ECC Pit Complex in Oct–Dec (35 in Oct, 47 in Nov and 40 in Dec) and two were
at Shaugh Lake in Dec. Most other records came from three reservoirs: Burrator (Jan, Nov & Dec with a max of four);
Fernworthy (Jan & Sep–Dec, with a max of seven); and Hennock (Jul–Nov, with max of 17). Elsewhere, one was at
Langaford (pond) in May, but there were none at Manaton (Horsham Pond) in 2018 (cf. breeding in 2017).
GOLDENEYE. A male at Venford on 20–21 Jan was the only record.
GOOSANDER. Females with ducklings were recorded from established breeding sites on three rivers: Dart
(Buckfastleigh & Huccaby); Plym (Cadover & Ditsworthy Warren); and Teign (Dunsford Woods). Pairs in the breeding
season were also at Buckfast Abbey and Hembury Woods on the Dart and at Fingle Woods on the Teign.
Synchronised dawn roost counts gave Dartmoor totals of 75 on 20 Jan, 54 on 17 Feb and 53 on 10 Nov; an
unsynchronized total of 77 in Dec was based on counts carried out over three days (Reay 2019b). Four of the
reservoirs produced counts of at least 19 during the year, with maxima of 27 at the Avon Dam in Dec, 21 at Burrator
in Jan, 19 at Hennock in Nov and 19 at Venford in Dec (all dawn roost counts apart from Hennock which was a
daytime count of birds in a feeding frenzy at Tottiford on 4 Nov when water levels were low (FF)). Although the
highest counts were in winter, occasional birds were recorded at Burrator and Venford between April and Sep, and
at Avon Dam frequent visits at dawn during this period gave monthly maxima of seven in Apr, five in May and Jun,
two in Jul, one in Aug and 18 in Sep.
QUAIL. One calling in the Fur Tor area on 15 June (CT) was the year’s only record in Devon.
RED GROUSE. Eleven records during Feb–Aug of one to three birds seen or heard, or of droppings, came from Chat
Tor, Cut Hill, Flat Tor, Hangingstone Hill, Kitty Tor, Lich Way, Soussons (heard), Spriddle Lake, White Horse Hill and
Yealm Head where a pair flushed on 8 Mar was the observer’s ‘first for a long time on the south moor’(MLHS). The
nearest to a breeding record was at Spriddle Lake on 11 Jun, when a cock ran off, followed by a hen.
RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE. One in the Cornwood area on 29 May was the only record.
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PHEASANT. A max of 86 were counted in the Cornwood area on 23 Mar, but 12 at Shaugh Tunnel was the largest
group seen together, and at well surveyed sites in the Teign valley there were none at Dunsford Woods and ‘only a
handful’ at Fingle Woods. The only reported breeding occurred at Cadover (juvenile) and Shaugh Prior (nest).
Recorded from 32 of the 52 South Brent parish monads in May, but only nine in January when less conspicuous.

Fernworthy Res

Hennock Res

Meldon Res

Portworthy

Shaugh Lake

S Brent Lakes

Venford Res

Elsewhere

Pochard
Tufted Duck
Goldeneye
Goosander

ECC Pit Complex

Red-crested Pochard

Burrator Res

Canada Goose
Mute Swan
Shelduck
Mandarin Duck
Shoveler
Gadwall
Wigeon
Mallard
Pintail
Teal

Avon Dam Res

Table 1. Dartmoor 2018. Wildfowl species. Maximum counts for each WeBS site and elsewhere, with the overall
maximum for each species in bold.

15
3
19
20
27

58
5
1
165
17
1
4
21

55
13
15
47
3

20
11
47
12
7
10

4
34
1
17
19

14
3
7

186
6
14
3
1
66
114
2
148
1
15
21
2

2
6
10
2
-

5
1
28
32
-

2
27
13
4
1
19

40
3
10
18
7
1
8

Burrator Res

ECC Pit Complex

Fernworthy Res

Hennock Res

Meldon Res

Portworthy

Shaugh Lake

S Brent Lakes

Venford Res

Elsewhere

Little Grebe
Great Crested Grebe
Grey Heron
Little Egret
Cormorant
Water Rail
Moorhen
Coot

Avon Dam Res

Table 2. Dartmoor 2018. Other waterbird species. Maximum counts for each WeBS site and elsewhere, with the
overall maximum for each species in bold.

2
1
-

2
3
13
2

9
1
6
3

3
2
2
2
4
-

4
1
1
8
1
4

5
2
-

14
2
5
3
1
12
31

3
4
-

6
1
12
-

5
2
-

2
3
5
1
-
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LITTLE GREBE. Recorded from nine sites and in all months. Confirmed breeding occurred at ECC Pit Complex (three
pairs), Portworthy (two pairs), Shaugh Lake (one pair), South Brent (total of at least four pairs at two sites) and
Venford (one pair). Most consistent at Portworthy with records in all months, including max counts of 12 in Jul and
14 in Aug, but only single-figure counts in other months and from ECC Pit Complex & Shaugh Lake during May–Dec.
Away from breeding sites, records came from Burrator (one–two, Jan–Mar & Aug–Dec) and Fernworthy (three on
28 Jan).
GREAT CRESTED GREBE. Breeding was confirmed only at Fernworthy where a pair with young were seen in Jun and
Jul. The only other record was of two in May at the Avon Dam, where recorded annually at this time, perhaps the
Fernworthy birds on a fishing trip.
GREY HERON. Widespread on a variety of sites, but usually singles. Away from heronries, the max count was of five
at Meldon on 15 Jul, and one–two occurred in six of the 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & five in May. Breeding
(with best estimates of occupied nests) occurred at: Beardown (3), Buckfast (1) and Venford (2) on the Dart: Hoo
Meavy (4) on the Plym; and Wanford Wood (1) on the Bovey. The total of 11 is down on the 16 of 2017, perhaps an
effect of the cold weather in Feb–Mar.
LITTLE EGRET. All records from Portworthy, with a max of five flying over on 13 Aug, and one–three on five other
dates during Jul, Aug and Nov.
CORMORANT. Recorded in all months, but mostly in autumn and from the reservoirs. The most consistent site was
Burrator with a max of 13 on 14 Sep, but up to eight occurred at Hennock during Jul–Nov and one to two at
Fernworthy and Meldon. Three on the Dart at Huccaby on 16 Sep was considered unusual. Scarce in the clay pits,
with a max of only three at Portworthy on 14 Aug, but five flew over Cadover on 22 Dec.
SPARROWHAWK. None of the scattered records related to breeding. Recorded from 10 out of 52 South Brent parish
monads in Jan & nine in May (total = 17, cf. 9–16 in 2014–17), and in 11 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
Occurred on a weekly basis near feeders at a site in Christow. Two corpses with broken necks, presumed victims of
collisions, were found in the Teign Valley, at Christow and in Apr in Fingle Woods.
GOSHAWK. Several scattered records from most months of the year. Bred, but a poor breeding season, with several
reported failures due to disturbance.
HEN HARRIER. Mostly one–two, the last on 17 Mar (Combestone Tor), then single ringtails on 31 Jul on the West
Dart (MLHS) and on 19 Sep at Cadover (MTD), before more usual occurrences from 20 Oct (Shipley Bridge). Monthly
maxima at roost were five (at least two males) on 6 Jan, four (two males) on 28 Oct, and five (four males) on 18 Nov
and 16 Dec.
RED KITE. One–three recorded on 20 dates from 24 sites between 4 Apr and 12 Jun, then one near Okehampton on
6 Nov.
BUZZARD. Widespread, but the only reported indications of breeding were at Moorgate (Wrangaton) and at several
sites in Fingle Woods. The maximum count was of seven together over Buckfastleigh on 6 May. Recorded in 30 out
of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan and 31 in May.
WATER RAIL. Singles were recorded at Huccaby on 18 Nov (first for site) and at Portworthy on 21 Oct.
MOORHEN. Very scarce on reservoirs, and counts >10 came only from Portworthy and South Brent Lakes, with a
maximum of 12 in Aug and Nov respectively. Breeding was recorded at Cadover/Brisworthy, Fernworthy, Portworthy
and at two sites in the South Brent parish.
COOT. Other than small numbers at Burrator, ECC Pit Complex and Hennock, most records came from Portworthy
where two pairs bred, and at least 19 were present in each month, peaking at 31 in Dec.
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Burrator Res

ECC Pit Complex

Fernworthy Res

Hennock Res

Meldon Res

Portworthy

Shaugh Lake

Venford Res

Elsewhere

Lapwing
Golden Plover
Little Ringed Plover
Curlew
Black-tailed Godwit
Dunlin
Woodcock
Jack Snipe
Snipe
Common Sandpiper
Green Sandpiper
Redshank
Greenshank
Black-headed Gull
Mediterranean Gull
Common Gull
Great Black-backed Gull
Herring Gull
Yellow-legged Gull
Lesser Black-backed Gull

Avon Dam Res

Table 3. Dartmoor 2018. Wader and gull species. Maximum counts for each WeBS site and elsewhere, with overall
maximum for each species in bold.

1
3
3
6
-

1
1
1
1
5
3
26
2

2
1
-

3
2
30
5
92
3

3
1
-

2
4
-

11
3
23
2
2
2
3
1
1
170
32
20
1500
1
200

2
1
1
7
4
1
-

1
1
3
-

30
500
2
2
10
5
1
1
40
1
4
50
2

LAPWING. Prior to the cold spell, the only records were of one at Trowlesworthy on 8 Jan, and 11 at Portworthy on
14th. During the cold spell: 13 flew NW over Yelverton and one NW over Corsecombe on 28 Feb; 30 over Christow
on 1 Mar; three W over Huccaby (first for site) & six in wet flushes at Lustleigh on 2 Mar; four at Portworthy on 10
Mar and one there on 13th; and one at Ditsworthy on 15th. As usual, breeding was restricted to one site only, with
22 ads on 26 Feb, 12 on 8 Apr and only six by the end of May. One nest was located and at least one chick fledged,
but the number of clutches laid was not determined. Birds were reported at a further undisclosed site, very close to
the main breeding area, but it is not known if this site supported nesting (JDA for Operation Wader). The only postbreeding record was of one in the Kennick area on 29 Oct.
GOLDEN PLOVER. Apart from an isolated record of two on the southern moor on 21 May (BTO BBS), the last were
on 14 Apr (four at Cantrell, down from 35 the previous day) and the first return on 10 Sep (one at Ditsworthy), but
then no more until 7 Oct. In the first winter-period, the highest counts were: 100 at Leedon Tor on 22 Feb; 63 on the
West Dart Ridge on 21 Jan; 60 at Dousland on 7 Feb; and 50 at Ringmoor on 8 Mar & at Legis Tor on 21 Mar; 45 at
Broad Down on 1 Apr; and 25 at Cramber Tor on 25 Mar. Higher counts occurred in the second winter-period,
including: 500 at Sharpitor on 9 Dec & 350 there on 27 Dec; 230 at Ringmoor on 2 Nov; 100 near Hound Tor on 19
Oct, White Tor on 15 Oct and Hangershell Rock on 24 Nov; 80 at Weatherdon Hill on 26 Oct; 75 at Newleycombe
Lake on 9 Dec; and 70 on Dockwell Ridge on 14 Dec. Other counts >20 in Oct–Dec were from Haytor Vale, Riddon
Ridge, Wigford Down and Whitehorse Hill.
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LITTLE RINGED PLOVER. All records were from the Portworthy and Shaugh Lake clay pits. At least one pair bred in
the area as evidenced by courtship display in Apr and up to three juveniles during Jun–Aug (CJE,NST).
CURLEW. No more than two birds seen together, and all records were between Mar and Jun in potential breeding
areas. Four of the usual territories were occupied by males by the end of March, arriving a week later than usual,
with a female arriving soon after to form the only breeding pair, though a second female arrived too late on 11 Jun.
Courtship and display indicated breeding, but there was no evidence of nest success (JDA). The only other records
were of singles near Prince Hall on 26 Apr, and on burnt ground near Watern Tor later on the same day, and one
calling from Muddilake on 12 May.
BLACK-TAILED GODWIT. A good year with five records in four months from two sites and a record double-figure
count. At Portworthy 23 on 18 Apr, was followed by one on 21 Aug, four on 7 Sep and two on 4 Dec (CJE). One at
Burrator on 3 Aug (NST) was probably a first for this site.
DUNLIN. Twenty-four territories were located by the Dartmoor Mires Project survey with the breakdown of 5
confirmed, 18 probable and 1 possible breeding. Birds showing signs of probable breeding were found independently
at 17 sites, including five birds at one site, by MLHS. Elsewhere, at Portworthy there was one on 20–21 May and two
juveniles on 30 Aug, and a single at Shaugh Lake on the unusual date of 23 Jun (CJE).
WOODCOCK. Recorded from 13 sites, the last on 3 Mar (Brook Wood) and the first return on 10 Oct (Holne Moor).
All ones and twos apart from at least 10 flying out from a plantation near Laughter Tor at dusk on 4 Feb. Recorded
in three out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan.
JACK SNIPE. The only records were of singles at Brisworthy on 2 Feb, Sandyhole on 24 Feb, Ringmoor on 2 Nov and
Shaugh Lake on 5 Nov.

SNIPE. Casual records of drumming and/or chipping came from Browns House Bog, Cherrybrook Valley,
Dunnabridge, Emsworthy, Foxtor Mire, Huccaby (first ever), Rippon Tor, Rushlade Common, Teign Head and West
Dart Ridge (also chick seen). A total of 32 pairs were located at the 15 sites visited in the first year of the Dartmoor
Moorland Bird Project 2018/19 volunteer Snipe survey (FF). When combined with the valley and basin mire sites
annually surveyed as part of the Operation Wader monitoring, an overall total of 46 pairs was recorded, with a few
additional birds, presumed non-breeding (JDA). On the blanket bogs, including areas where mire restoration work
has created pools, there is some evidence to suggest that Snipe may be breeding at higher numbers than previously
(e.g., one or two pairs in 2010). Breeding Snipe have been recorded in locations such as Cowsic Head and West Dart
Head (MLHS), and during the Dartmoor Mires Project Breeding Bird Survey 16 individuals were found, many
displaying breeding behaviour and generally located at distances apart suggesting multiple territories at each site.
Both surveys noted that many mires dried out during the hot, dry conditions in May–Jun, though productivity at the
Operation Wader sites appeared to be higher than in 2017. Widespread outside the breeding season, but scarce at
reservoirs and at Portworthy the only records were of singles in Jan and Feb and two feeding and roosting on the
shore on 29 Sep. The max count was seven at Shaugh Lake in Nov.
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COMMON SANDPIPER. Present 18 Apr to 6 Sep. Bred
in the Cadover area where present 8 May – 17 Jul,
including two adults seen with two fledged juveniles
on 16 Jul (CJE). Perhaps these birds moved to
Portworthy where up to three were present 15–21
Jul. One to three were at the Avon Dam on 3 & 18
May, 22 Jun and 12 Jul. Elsewhere, one–two were
recorded 18–20 Apr at Fernworthy, Huccaby &
Venford, on 21 May at ECC Pit Complex, on 4 Jun at
Burrator and at Fernworthy on 14 Jul & 6 Sep.

Common Sandpiper, juv. Cadover area, May 2018
(Chris Ellis
GREEN SANDPIPER. Most records were from Portworthy, with singles on 16 & 25 Mar, 20 May, 17–20 Jul, and two
on 9 Aug. Elsewhere singles were at Huccaby (first ever) on 23 Jun & 24 Jul, Cowsic Head 18–19 Jul (detected by trail
camera), Maiden Hill on 24 Jul and Venford on 21 Aug.
REDSHANK. One flew N over Shaugh Lake on 13 Nov.
GREENSHANK. One was at Burrator on 17 Aug, and five at Portworthy on 24 Oct.
BLACK-HEADED GULL. Absent Apr–Jun inclusive. Most counts <10, but >10 from Portworthy in Jan, Nov & Dec with
a max of 170+ on 31 Dec. The only other sites were Burrator in Sep, Oct and Nov, with a max of five, and Fernworthy,
with a max of 30 on 17 Feb.
MEDITERRANEAN GULL. One was at the usual site of Yelverton airfield on 9 Nov (RJL).
COMMON GULL. Only at Portworthy, roosting, until 15 Apr and from 23 Oct, with max counts in each period of 46
in Jan and 32 in Dec.
GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL. Recorded in all months, and from 14 sites including reservoirs, pits, pastures or flying
over, sometimes feeding on carcasses. Recorded from five out of 52 South Brent parish monads in both Jan and May.
Max counts were: 20 roosting at Portworthy on 19 Nov & 13 on 1 Jan. A max of five were at Fernworthy in Oct &
Dec and four were at Swincombe in Jan.
HERRING GULL. Widespread, and recorded in all months. The max count was 1,500 coming into roost at Portworthy
on 19 Nov, but the next highest count there was only 33, in Jan. The max winter roost counts at Fernworthy were
90 on 17 Feb and 92 on 8 Dec, but the max of 26 at Burrator was in spring, on 8 Mar. Large numbers known to be
present in summer went largely unrecorded with the highest counts reported being only 50 at Emsworthy on 9 Jun
and 40 at Dockwell, South Brent on 19 May. Recorded from 22 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 19 in
May.
LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL. Recorded in all months, most regularly at Portworthy with a max of 200 to roost on
19 Nov. Otherwise mostly one–three, but higher counts occurred in spring with 15 in Apr & 26 in Mar. Also in spring,
15 flew E through South Brent on 1 Mar and on 10 Mar there were seven at Princetown & five at Huccaby.
YELLOW-LEGGED GULL. A juvenile was at Portworthy on 30 Aug (CJE).
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FERAL PIGEON (ROCK DOVE). The five records of up to 10 from scattered sites gave no details on likely provenance.
Hopefully it can be assumed that Dartmoor remains essentially free of this species.
STOCK DOVE. Recorded in all months except Nov, but there were no breeding records even though widely noted in
the breeding season. Recorded from six out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 16 in May. Twelve were around
Pheasant feeders at Dartmeet on 6 Feb, but the highest counts were in Oct: 45+ at Forder, South Brent; 25 at
Houndtor; and 14 at Huccaby. One was feeding below garden feeders at Huccaby on 15 Oct, and there were up to
three in a South Brent garden in Oct & Dec.
WOODPIGEON. Only three confirmed breeding records, though clearly widespread in the breeding season. Recorded
from 32 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 37 in May, and in 22 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
The only counts >50 of autumn migrants were: 600 W at Cantrell on 12 Nov; 200 W at Brent Hill on 30 Oct; 100 at
the Avon Dam on 19 Nov; and 50+ through South Brent on 1 Sep, 21 Oct & 9 Nov. The winter count at Fingle was 56.
COLLARED DOVE. The only confirmed breeding was at Shaugh Prior, no flocks were reported and there were no
records for Jul–Sep even though birds must have been present. Recorded from 15 out of 52 South Brent parish
monads in Jan & 19 in May, and in 21 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
CUCKOO. The first was on 14 Apr (Emsworthy), the last on 26 Jul (Meldon Res), presumably a juv, but not stated.
Otherwise, there were no records of confirmed breeding, even though recorded from around 70 sites. Recorded
from 18 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in May, all in moorland squares, apart from one on Aish Ridge on 2
May. The max counts were five (including four calling males) at Emsworthy on 21 May, and at least five at Soussons
on 13 May.
BARN OWL. No breeding records, but heard calling at
South Brent on several occasions during Mar–Apr and
seen at Emsworthy in May. A series of autumn
records, possibly involving the same birds: 21–23 Sep,
one at Portworthy; 24 Sep – 9 Oct, two at the Avon
Dam;
one
at
Huccaby,
and
in
the
Dunnabridge/Brimpts area from 14 Oct; and on 21
Nov one again at Portworthy. The Avon Dam birds
hunted over open moorland on either side of the
reservoir and pellets collected under their roost in an
isolated holly tree, revealed a diet dominated by field
voles and common shrews (PR,SHo). The Huccaby
bird was pinned to the ground by a Buzzard when first
noted (RHi). The only other record was on 9 Dec at
Zempson, South Brent.
Barn Owl. Avon Dam, Oct 2018 (Steve Hopper)
TAWNY OWL. Recorded in all months, with breeding from Fingle Woods and Moretonhampstead (both fledged
young), Owley, Moorgate (egg in nestbox, but unsuccessful) and South Brent (three sites). Recorded from five out
of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & eight in May, and from six out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
LITTLE OWL. The only records were of at least one calling in Oct & Dec in South Brent, close to a 2016 breeding site
(SHo).
SHORT-EARED OWL. The only records were of singles at: Glaze Head on 14 Jan (PJR); Hameldown/Widecombe area
on 27 Dec (NLD); and near Rough Tor on 28 Dec (MLHS).
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NIGHTJAR. The first was on 19 May (Hembury), the last on 12 Jul (Shipley). The only sites were: Brimpts Farm, one
churring on 5 Jun; Crownhill Down, up to two males churring, plus courtship display 25 May – 6 Jul; Hembury Woods,
male churring 19 May – 12 Jun; Shipley (first site record), male churring 22 Jun – 12 Jul; Soussons, 13 churring males
on 21 Jun (RS); and Trendlebeare, two breeding pairs on 27 Jun.
SWIFT. The first was on 26 Apr (Holne Brake & Hunter’s Moor), the last on 29 Aug (South Brent). Recorded from only
six out of 52 South Brent parish monads in May, cf. 12–18 in 2014–2017. Breeding was reported at Christow and
South Brent, and at Drewsteignton where a nest box scheme is in operation. The only flocks >10 were: 40+ on 6 Aug
at South Brent; 33 at Buckfastleigh on 13 Jul & 20 there on 20 May; 12 at Cadover Bridge on 4 Jul; and 10 at
Portworthy on 17 Jun.
KINGFISHER. Recorded in most months, but only one in the Mar–May period (Burrator area in Apr) and no other
indication of breeding. Records came from Cadover, Dartmeet, Dunsford, Fernworthy Res, Fingle, Hembury,
Huccaby, South Brent (Didworthy & Higher Beara) and Yarner.
HOOPOE. One was seen at Wotter on 1 Nov (per CV).
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER. Only recorded Jan‒Jun & Nov, and especially in Apr from: Dunsford, at least two
pairs, including one with four young fledged; Fingle, one territory and juvenile heard (and two in Nov); Hembury,
one pair plus extra male; and Yarner, up to three birds. Records away from known breeding sites were from near
Buckfastleigh and Lustleigh, both in Feb.
GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER. Four pairs were present in Dunsford Woods and six in Fingle Woods, and nests
were also reported from Hembury, Portworthy & Yarner. Recorded from 14 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in
Jan & 13 in May (total = 18, cf. 21–22 in 2014–17), and in 18 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec (seven in Oct,
15 in Nov and 16 in Dec). The winter count at Fingle was 14.
GREEN WOODPECKER. One pair at Dunsford Woods, at least two occupied territories at Hembury and an ad with
three juvs at Portworthy were the only indicators of breeding. Recorded from five out of 52 South Brent parish
monads in Jan & nine in May (total = 11, cf. 14–16 in 2014–17), and in five out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
KESTREL. No breeding records, but records from all months. Max counts were five between Shipley Bridge & Avon
Dam on 18 Oct, and three juveniles flying around Kneeset on 25 Sep. Recorded from only four out of 52 South Brent
parish monads in Jan & two in May (total = 6, cf. 8–15 in 2014–17).
MERLIN. The last was on 21 Apr (Ditsworthy), the first return on 20 Oct (Shipley Bridge). Singles were at: Hentor
Warren, South Brent & Swincombe in Jan: Hembury Fort (in the snow) in Mar; and in April, at Cadover Bridge on the
1st (chasing a Mistle Thrush), at Combestone on the 18th & at Ditsworthy on the 21st. The latter showed unusual
behavior, seemingly reluctant to leave the area and moved from post to post as the observer approached (NST). In
the autumn only at Shipley Bridge on 20 Oct, Blackslade on 22 Oct and Cadover Bridge on 28 Nov.
HOBBY. The first was on 28 Apr (Trendlebere), the last on 1 Oct (South Brent). The bird rescued and released in 2014
returned for its fourth successive autumnal visit on 25 Aug but subsequently died (SHo). Otherwise scattered records
included birds chasing hirundines and dragonflies, but no indication of breeding.
PEREGRINE. A breeding site just outside the DNPA boundary was presumably responsible for at least some of the
scattered records occurring throughout the year, but mostly in Apr–May and Aug–Nov.
RED-BACKED SHRIKE. A pair is believed to have bred successfully. This was at a different site to the one used in 2010.
GREAT GREY SHRIKE. Unusually, only one record: a bird at Bellever Tor on 20 Feb (JAL).
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JAY. The highest counts were from the Portworthy area with a max of 15 in Oct. None were reported from Dunsford,
but there were seven territories, and a winter count of nine, at Fingle Woods. Recorded from 13 out of 52 South
Brent parish monads in Jan & 14 in May (total = 18, cf. 20–26 in 2014–17), and in 12 out of 25 parish gardens during
Oct–Dec.
MAGPIE. The highest flock counts were: 18+ at South Brent on 19 Dec, and a pre-roost gathering of 14 at nearby
Aish Ridge on 5 Nov. A pair was observed working through a small flock of sheep near the Avon Dam in both May
and Oct, apparently removing parasites from heads. Recorded from 30 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan
& 31 in May (total = 34, cf. 37–42 in 2014–17), and in 24 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
JACKDAW. The largest flock was of 70 at Portworthy on 22 Dec, and there were no others >50, but well over 100
birds were seen on several occasions in and around South Brent. The few breeding records came from: Moorgate,
Wrangaton where pairs bred in a nestbox on the house as well as at three woodland sites, and nearby Owley Farm,
where six pairs were successful; Dunsford clock tower; Powder Mills; and South Brent. Birds were seen feeding on
flying insects at Moorgate on three occasions in Sep and Oct. Recorded from 28 out of 52 South Brent parish monads
in Jan & 31 in May, and in 24 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
ROOK. No reports of either definite flocks, counts >20 or rookeries other than three sites in South Brent village.
Recorded from 15 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & May, and in 11 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–
Dec.
CARRION CROW. The largest flock consisted of 100 in pasture at Runnage Farm on 7 Feb, and the only nest reported
was at Cadover with four young fledged. Recorded from 47 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 49 in May,
and in six out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
RAVEN. The only flock >20 was 40 at Rook Tor on 22 Dec, and the only nest sites were at Owley Bottom and Fingle
Woods with confirmed breeding by one pair and another four pairs present. Recorded from 24 out of 52 South Brent
parish monads in Jan & 12 in May.
COAL TIT. At Dunsford Woods, a total of 13 pairs was the highest since the survey began in 1980, and part of a
continuous rise from a low of three pairs in 2013. In Fingle Woods there were 61 territories, and a count of 89 in
winter. Breeding was confirmed at Challacombe, Shipley and Yarner, where three pairs were successful, fledging 16
young from 25 eggs. There were several counts of up to 25 from Burrator, Fingle & Yarner, but no indication of flocksizes. Recorded from 14 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 12 in May, and in 24 out of 25 parish gardens
during Oct–Dec, with a max count of 10.
MARSH TIT. Records came from 35 sites, including breeding records from Dunsford (two pairs), Fingle Woods (at
least two pairs), Hembury (several pairs) and Portworthy. Recorded from two out of 52 South Brent parish monads
in Jan & one in May (total = 3, cf. 5–9 in 2014–17), and in five out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
WILLOW TIT. Records, but without any supporting details, came from Dartmeet & Yarner Wood in May and from
North Bovey in Aug.
BLUE TIT. At Dunsford, a total of 51 pairs was the highest since the survey began in 1980, probably resulting from
high productivity of the 36 pairs in 2017. At Fingle Woods there were 60 pairs, and a count of 59 in winter. Among
276 pairs monitored under the PiedFly nestbox scheme, the largest group was in East Dartmoor NNR where 47 out
of 82 nests were successful, fledging 265 young from 669 eggs. There were counts of up to 30, but only in one, at
Portworthy on 27 Aug was it made clear that the total of 24 comprised several small flocks around the site. Recorded
from 32 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 26 in May, and in 25 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec
with a max count of 15.
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GREAT TIT. Eight pairs were recorded at both Dunsford (an average total) and Fingle Woods, where six were counted
in winter (cf. the larger numbers of Coal and Blue Tits at these sites). In nest boxes in the East Dartmoor NNR, 21 out
of 29 nests were successful, fledging 108 young from 193 eggs. There were records of up to 40 but no indication of
flock-sizes. Recorded from 33 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan and 30 in May, and in 25 out of 25 parish
gardens during Oct–Dec with a max count of eight.
SKYLARK. Only a few singles were recorded until mid-Feb and after early Nov, and there were none in Dec. One on
Hangingstone Hill on 1 Jan was the ‘only one seen after three days of walking on the remote moors’ (MLHS). The
first song was heard on 22 Feb. There were counts of up to 64, but no indication of flocks, and all those >20 were
from Didsworthy during Mar–Jun. One flock of 35 in stubble on 2 Jan was just outside the DNPA boundary near
Marley Head. A few migrants were noted going over in late Oct and early Nov. Recorded from two out of 52 South
Brent parish monads in Jan & 31 in May.
SAND MARTIN. The first was on 27 Mar (Burrator), the last on 23 Sep (Portworthy). Apart one or two at Burrator in
Mar and Jul, and one W over Down Tor in Apr, all records were from the confirmed breeding site on the River Plym
near Cadover and at Portworthy. The max count at Cadover was 20 on 20 Jul and birds were present there from 20
Apr to 8 Sep. At Portworthy they were reported on 16 dates from early Apr, the highest count being 16 on 17 Jun
until at least 90 gathered there on 23 Sep.
SWALLOW. The first was on 4 Apr (South Brent), the last on 15 Oct (Cox Tor). The largest counts were 150+ in a
feeding flock at Portworthy on 23 Sep and 100 over White Wood on 16 Sep. Counts of nests included 10 pairs at
Challacombe Farm, and five at the old otterhound kennels near Pennaton. Other breeding records included two
nests inside an old hut at the Cowsic Intake (at over 400 m). Recorded from 37 out of 52 South Brent parish monads
in May.
HOUSE MARTIN. The first was on 20 Apr (Hexworthy), the last on 29 Sep (Crownhill Down & Beckaford). The largest
flock was of 250 at South Brent on 28 Aug. There were no others over 100, and only four >50, at Burrator, South
Brent (including Aish) and Huccaby, all during Jul–Sep. Breeding records came from: Challacombe Farm (14 nests);
Christow; Haytor (20 nests on isolated hotel); Manaton (three & four nests on two isolated houses); South Brent (a
few nests in village centre and at Aish and Zempson); and Yellowmeade Farm (one with four eggs, which fell in bad
weather). Recorded from 12 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in May, cf. 16–19 in 2014–17.
LONG-TAILED TIT. Only one pair at Dunsford compared to usual four to five, was a possible effect of the cold spring,
but there were five territories at Fingle Woods as in 2017 and confirmed breeding at Shaugh Prior and South Brent.
Recorded from 14 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 11 in May, and in 13 out of 25 parish gardens during
Oct–Dec with a max count of 18. The winter count at Fingle Woods was 28.
WOOD WARBLER. The first was on 20 Apr (White Wood), the last on 17 Jun (Fingle Woods). In the Dartmoor Wood
Warbler Project (MDB) breeding occurred at 14 sites out of 27 surveyed. These sites have all been breeding sites in
at least one year since 2012 when there were 150 singing males. In 2018 there were only 39 singing males, at least
one of which failed to find a mate, although it sang all summer in both Yarner and Bovey Valley. Of the 37 nests
found, 35 were monitored and produced 110 fledged young. Jays were implicated as predators in some of the 14
nests that failed. One male made a brief appearance at Dunsford but again no breeding there (cf. up to 12 pairs in
the 1980s), and this typifies the current state of this species.
WILLOW WARBLER. The first was on 6 Apr (Avon Dam), the last on 21 Sep (Cantrell). Soon widespread after the
initial arrival, with the highest counts of singing birds in May comprising 13 in Venford/White Wood, 12 at
Portworthy and 11 between Fingle Bridge and Castle Drogo. There were five pairs at Dunsford (typical of recent
years), 13 at Fingle Woods and nine nests (all successful) were found at Cadover, Clearbrook, Venford and Warren
House, a similar number to other recent years (RJH,SMT). Recorded from 24 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in
May.
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CHIFFCHAFF. The first record since Jan was on 16 Mar (Portworthy), followed by one in the snow at Swincombe on
20th, the last perhaps being on 31 Oct (Hennock). Numbers were down at Dunsford with only seven territories (cf.
16 and 14 in last two years and a post-2010 mean of 12), and also at nearby Bridford, where only eight were caught
(cf. 90 in 2017), all juveniles and none before Jul, perhaps reflecting the cold early spring and/or dry summer (DJP).
At Fingle Woods there were 60 territories, also lower than in 2017. Winter records came only from South Brent STW
on 8 & 20 Jan, Yarner on 17 Nov and Portworthy on 10 Dec. The highest count was of 18, a fall of migrants, on 18
Aug at Crownhill Down. Recorded from 28 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in May & one in Jan (total = 29, cf.
31–34 in 2014–17), and in three out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec, but only in Oct.
[REED WARBLER. 2012 addition. An ad caught and ringed at Bridford on 2 Jun 2012 (DJP) was the first for Dartmoor.
A singing Acrocephalus warbler downriver from the Avon Dam on 22 Jun 2018 was initially identified as this species,
but in the absence of a sound recording to confirm identification, the record was not submitted (Reay 2019a)]

GRASSHOPPER WARBLER. The first were on 18 Apr
(Dunnabridge & Cadover), the last on 26 Jun (Tavy
Cleave). The only submitted records in between were
from Two Bridges on 19 Apr, Didworthy 1–3 May, Tor
Royal on 12 May and Prince Hall on 7 Jun. However, it
has recently come to light that 11 active nests were
found and photographed in the Princetown area in
2018 (EC & JS).

Grasshopper Warbler, nest with eggs, Princetown,
May 2019 (Everett Crang & Jim Shortridge)

BLACKCAP. The first in song was on 11 Mar (Portworthy), then none recorded until 9 Apr at South Brent, but daily
from 11 Apr on, with perhaps the last of the summer visitors on 23 Oct (Portworthy). At Dunsford 17 pairs continued
the run of high counts since 2014 (cf. a mean of 7.4 for the 1990s and 2000s), and there were 75 territories at Fingle
Woods. Breeding was confirmed at only Dunsford, Wrangaton Moorgate and Shaugh Prior. Recorded from 30 out of
52 South Brent parish monads in May & two in Jan, and in six out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec. Apart from
a pair in Shaugh Prior on 11 Nov feeding on Pyracantha berries, all winter records came from three South Brent
village gardens, with a max of three together on 25 Jan, the last on 3 Mar, then singles in one garden in Nov and in
four in Dec.
GARDEN WARBLER. The first was on 19 Apr (Yarner), the last on 25 Jul (Huccaby). There were only single territories
at both Dunsford and Fingle Woods. Records came from over 20 sites in the breeding season, including
probable/confirmed at Avon Dam, Dunsford and Grenofen. Recorded from nine out of 52 South Brent parish monads
in May.
LESSER WHITETHROAT. One was singing in a hedge at Yarner on 10 Jul (PP).
WHITETHROAT. The first was on 12 Apr (South Brent), the last on 3 Sep (Didworthy). There was a single territory at
Fingle Woods, breeding was confirmed at Blackslade and records came from 20 scattered sites in the breeding
season. Sites considered unusual were Challacombe on 13 May and Hexworthy from 27 May to 19 Jun. Recorded
from 13 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in May.
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DARTFORD WARBLER. Records from Jan to May, except Apr, and again in Aug. At the main site there was no
confirmation of breeding and most records referred to a single singing male, though on 17 Feb (before the cold spell)
three pairs were reported (GBr). Cold weather and/or excessive swaling seem to have had an adverse effect on this
already tiny population (RS). Away from here, there were records from Yarner area on 1 Jan and near Aish Tor on 11
Feb.
FIRECREST. All records were of singles before the cold spell between 12 Jan and 27 Feb, and came from Buckfastleigh,
Hembury Wood, Huccaby, Parke and South Brent (village, Aish and STW).
GOLDCREST. There were five pairs at Dunsford, cf. seven in the previous two years, and 58 (and 56 birds in Nov) at
Fingle Woods, where it was one of the few species to make use of dense conifer stands. There were counts of up to
13 (between Burrator and Sheepstor on 3 May), but no obvious flocks, and the only report of confirmed breeding
came from Yarner. Recorded from 18 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & four in May, and in five out of
25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
WREN. At Dunsford there were 27 pairs (cf. 38 in 2016 & 29 in 2017 and a post-1990 mean of 22, so perhaps less
affected by the cold spring than other small birds). At Fingle Woods, with 150 territories, it remains the most
numerous breeding species, and the second most numerous in winter (after Coal Tit), with 69 counted. Other high
counts included 56 between Hoo Meavy & Burrator on 17 May, and 44 between Burrator & Sheeptor on 3 May.
Communal roosting in house gable soffit at Wrangaton Moorgate involved three birds on 16 Jan and eight on 6 Feb
(LHH). One was at East Dart Head (at over 500 m) on 30 Aug. Recorded from 24 out of 52 South Brent parish monads
in Jan & 44 in May, and in 23 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
NUTHATCH. At Dunsford four pairs was typical of recent years, and higher than the average of two for the past 20.
There were six territories at Fingle Woods, and a count of 12 there in winter. Breeding also occurred at Druid Wood,
Fernworthy, Cadover (North Wood), Shaugh Prior and Yarner. The highest count was of 23 between Hoo Meavy &
Burrator on 13 Apr. Recorded from 14 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & nine in May, and in 18 out of
25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
TREECREEPER. At Dunsford, one pair seen, typical of the last four years, and there were two territories at Fingle
Woods. Breeding was confirmed at Burrator, Challacombe and Wrangaton Moorgate, the latter behind bark on a
dead sweet chestnut 3m above ground (LHH). Recorded from six out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & four
in May, and in five out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
STARLING. Surprisingly, the only record of confirmed breeding was from South Brent village. The max count in the
first winter-period was 1,000+ in a pre-roost murmuration over bamboos in South Brent village on 10 Feb, preceded
by a pre-roost gathering of 243 on wires below Aish Ridge on 5 Feb (near where several thousand roosted in
2012/13). Although up to 60 in Sep (Wigford Down) and 80 in Oct (Princetown), the largest flocks of the second
winter-period were in Nov & Dec: 2,000 foraging in cattle pasture near Harbourneford Cross on 11 Nov; 230 on wires
below Aish Ridge on 5 Nov, 200 roosting in South Brent on 3 Nov; and 200 feeding near High Godsworthy on 27 Dec.
Recorded from 26 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 11 in May, and in 16 out of 25 parish gardens during
Oct–Dec.
RING OUZEL. A winter bird was seen in the Deancombe Valley on 11 & 26 Jan (JFJ,CAHa,JAHa). Otherwise the first
was on 31 Mar (Tavy Cleave), the last on 29 Oct (Honeybag Tor), with the only spring migrant away from breeding
areas at Birch Tor on 21 Apr. Breeding population remains stable with six pairs confirmed (four successful), including
three in Tavy Cleave, the main stronghold, with the possibility of one further pair. Of those located, at least five had
been ringed on Dartmoor, with three of them closely related (FF). The first of autumn was at Emsworthy on 7 Sep,
with max counts as follows: 26, including a flock of 17, between Shipley & the Avon Dam on 18 Oct, and nine there
on 20 Oct (SHo); six at O-brook on 29 Sep; and five at Honeybag Tor on 29 Oct. Other autumn records came from
Challacombe Down, Cox Tor, Haytor, Hexworthy and Huccaby.
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BLACKBIRD. At Dunsford 22 pairs (cf. 27 in 2016, 25 in 2017 and a post-1990 mean of 18). At Fingle Woods there
were 47 pairs, especially in Douglas Fir stands, and a count of 36 in winter. The highest count was 42 between Hoo
Meavy & Burrator on 17 May, and there were several scattered reports of confirmed breeding. Recorded from 40
out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan and 45 in May (total = 45, cf. 40–43 in 2014–17), and in 25 out of 25
parish gardens during Oct–Dec, with a max count of nine.
FIELDFARE. The last was on 2 Apr (Postbridge), the first on 1 Oct (Glaze Valley). The highest counts in the first winterperiod were 160 in the Shipley Bridge area on 21 Mar and 100 at Harford Moorgate on 9 Jan. Among several garden
records during the cold spell in early Mar, the max was 50 on 2 Mar in a South Brent (Clobells) garden which had a
good supply of fallen apples. Higher counts occurred in the second winter-period: 400 at Huccaby on 20 Oct; 300 at
Emsworthy on 29 Oct; 300 at Owley on 7 Nov; 250 at Cadover Bridge on 17 Nov; and 200 at Tristis Rock on 29 Dec.
Roosting was noted near Laughter Tor, with 96 entering in three flocks on 21 Oct. Recorded from 11 out of 52 South
Brent parish monads in Jan.
REDWING. The last was on 22 Mar (Widecombe), the first return on 15 Oct (Huccaby). In the first winter-period, the
max counts were: 150 at South Brent STW on 3 Mar, feeding on filter beds during cold spell; 130 at Huccaby on 3
Feb; and 108 at South Brent on 4 Mar. In the second winter-period there were similar counts; 150 at Cantrell on 16
Nov; 100 at Prince Hall on 4 Dec; and 100 at Cadover Bridge on 15 Nov. One was in song at Hembury on 11 Mar, and
500 came into roost at Soussons on 27 Oct. Recorded from 32 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan, cf. 19–29
in 2014–17.
SONG THRUSH. Six pairs at Dunsford, showing little change over the last five years. At Fingle Woods, most of the 29
pairs were in Douglas Fir stands, but only seven were recorded during the Nov/Dec survey. Confirmed breeding
occurred at Clearbrook, Goodameavty and Shaugh Prior. The max count was 11 between Hoo Meavy and Burrator
on 17 May. Recorded from 23 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan and 32 in May, and in 16 out of 25 parish
gardens during Oct–Dec, mostly in Dec.
MISTLE THRUSH. Three pairs at Dunsford, as in 2017, was a high count for the reserve, and at Fingle Woods there
were 15 pairs. The largest flocks were: 39 at Willsworthy on 23 Jul; 25 at Hexworthy on 3 Sep; 20 at River Dart CP on
25 Aug; 20 on Brent Hill on 28 Aug; and 18 at Portworthy on 21 Jul. Recorded from 19 out of 52 South Brent parish
monads in Jan and 13 in May, and in seven out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER. The first was on 4 May (Yarner), the last on 15 Sep (Crownhill Down). There were two
territories at Dunsford, and three at Fingle Woods, and breeding was confirmed at Challacombe, Chagford,
Drewsteignton, East Oke Valley, Hembury, Prince Hall and Yarner. No obvious spring migrants, but presumed autumn
migrants occurred from 23 Jul to 15 Sep, with a peak during the third week of Aug. Multiple counts included a max
of five at Crownhill Down on 20 Aug, four at Wrangaton Moorgate on 30 Aug, and three at Harford on 5 Sep; other
sites were Brimpts, Emsworthy, Portworthy, South Brent (Dockwell, Brent Hill, Penstave, Shipley & Underhill),
Emsworthy and White Wood.
ROBIN. At Dunsford 34 pairs was down from 55 in 2016 and 49 in 2017, but still the second most common breeding
species after Blue Tit. At Fingle Woods 103 pairs occurred throughout all habitats, but only 12 were recorded during
the Nov/Dec survey. A high count of 55 occurred between Hoo Meavy & Burrator on 13 Apr. Recorded from 38 out
of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 41 in May, and in 24 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
PIED FLYCATCHER. The first was on 8 Apr (Neadon), the last on 28 Aug (near Brent Hill). The PiedFly network
embraced 23 Dartmoor sites comprising a total of 1,308 nest boxes, 218 (15.6%) of which were occupied by Pied
Flycatchers. A total of 195 successful pairs produced 1,384 eggs and 1,105 fledged young, with sites producing >50
young as follows: Blackadon (61); Bridford (72); Brook Manor (68); Combestone (98); East Dartmoor NNR (403);
Meldon (84); and Step’s Bridge (107). At the latter site (= Dunsford) a total of 22 pairs was down on the 28 and 26 of
previous two years, all but two being in boxes. Additional sites with successful breeding included Huccaby (two pairs)
and Glaze Valley. No spring migrants were recorded away from breeding sites, but in autumn there were birds on:
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18 Jul at Challacombe (three); 25 Jul at Portworthy; 7 Aug at Crownhill Down; 6 & 26 Aug at Brimpts; and on 28 Aug
near Brent Hill.
BLACK REDSTART. Only two records: a female on a wall at Challacombe on 8 May (DaP); and one on a house roof at
Aish, South Brent on 5 Nov (PJR).
REDSTART. The first was on 12 Apr (Burrator), the last on 7 Sep (Emsworthy). There were two definite pairs at
Dunsford, and two more possible, and five at Fingle Woods. Confirmed/probable breeding also occurred at: Black
Pool; Challacombe (two pairs in boxes); East Oke Valley; Emsworthy; Lyd Valley; Soussons; Trowlesworthy; and
Yarner. Recorded from three of 52 South Brent parish monads in May. Presumed autumn migrants were recorded
on: 23 Jul at Dockwell, South Brent; 19 Aug at Kennick; 24 Aug at Soussons; 25 & 28 Aug on Brent Hill; and 7 Sep at
Emsworthy.
WHINCHAT. The first was on 21 Apr (Birch Tor), the last on 24 Sep (Swincombe). Confirmed/probable breeding
occurred at East Dart River, Headland Warren/Vitifer (eight pairs and a count of 19 on 22 Jun), and Tavy Cleave, with
pairs/males also at Avon Dam, Belstone, Cherrybrook, Ditsworthy, Lamb’s Down, O-brook and Venford Res.
Recorded from eight out of 52 South Brent parish monads in May. Six nests (all successful) found near Vitifer valley
(Warren House) was one more than 2017 but both years represent a significant drop over the previous four: ‘the
number of territories occupied was similar to earlier years but there were fewer as one moved further away from
the valley bottom…..overall numbers have declined by as much as 50% over the last half dozen years’ (RJH,SMT).
One at Crownhill Down with five Wheatears on 29 Apr was the only spring migrant, but after an absence of records
in Aug, ones and twos in Sep were at: Cadover on 3 Sep; Harford on 5th; Emsworthy on 7th; below Brent Hill on
19th; and Swincombe on 24th.
STONECHAT. Confirmed breeding only at Challacombe, Clearbrook & Emsworthy, but widespread in breeding season
including four territories at Wigford Down and six on the East Dart. Highest counts included: 20 at Bellever on 18
Aug & Cadover on 3 Sep; 18 at Haytor on 3 Jun; 13 at Brent Fore Hill on 26 Sep; and 12 at Venford on 27 May. The
only records off the moor were from Brent Hill (not a breeding site) in Aug, Sep and Oct, on farmland near Aish Ridge
on 26 Sep and at South Brent STW on 3 Mar during the cold spell. Winter records came only from South Brent in Jan,
Yarner in Jan & Feb, Harford in Feb, and Hangershell & Tristis Rocks in Dec. Recorded from five out of 52 South Brent
parish monads in Jan & 14 in May.
WHEATEAR. The first was on 13 Mar (Cadover), the last on 25 Oct (Warren House). The max count of 13 was at
Ditsworthy Warren on 7 Jun, and breeding was confirmed at Challacombe, Emsworthy & Roborough Down.
Recorded from 11 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in May. Migrants occurred on or near Brent Hill on 18 Apr,
28 Aug, 29 Sep and 9 Oct, but no others were reported away from known or likely breeding areas. The only claims
for Greenland Wheatear were both on 15 Oct, with two at Combestone Tor (MLHS) and one at Cox Tor (RJL).
DIPPER. Confirmed breeding reported only from Fingle Bridge (three pairs) and Hembury, but other breeding season
records came from Rivers Avon, Becka Brook, Bovey, Dart, Meavy, Okement (East & West), Plym, Tavy, Teign and
Walkham. More widespread at other times, including Portworthy in Jan, Mar, Nov & Dec. Recorded from six out of
52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & four in May.
HOUSE SPARROW. Breeding probable in most villages and farms, but only confirmed at Beckaford, Challacombe,
Christow and South Brent. Counts of 31 reported between Burrator & Sheepstor in Jul and 35 around Cornwood in
May presumably comprised small flocks, but the largest flocks were of 25 in South Brent gardens. Recorded from 23
out of 52 parish monads in Jan & 22 in May, and in 20 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
DUNNOCK. Breeding confirmed at Shaugh Prior, and there were two territories at Dunsford, and four at Fingle
Woods, where seven birds were counted during the Nov/Dec survey. The max count was 13 in the
Buckfast/Buckfastleigh area on 22 Oct. Recorded from 23 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 25 in May
(total = 33, cf. 36–40 in 2014–17), and in 22 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
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YELLOW WAGTAIL. One was on Crownhill Down on 20 Aug (CE), followed by records from fields below Brent Hill of
one on 27 Aug and at least eight the next day (PJR).
GREY WAGTAIL. Territory counts included six on both the Teign at Fingle Woods and on the East Dart above
Postbridge. Other confirmed/probable breeding was at Hembury, West Okement, Meavy and Step’s Bridge.
Recorded from four out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & seven in May (total = 10, cf. 14–18 in 2014–17),
and in three out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
PIED/WHITE WAGTAIL. Confirmed breeding only at Challacombe and Yellowmeade. Highest counts were: 80 in small
groups going to roost near Laughter Tor on 21 Oct; 80 roosting at White House Services on the A30 on 10 Feb (and
40 there on 10 Mar); a max of 36 in pasture below Brent Hill on 7 Apr, before going to roost in bamboos in an
adjacent garden; 25 at Cadover on 20 Aug; and 20 leaving a tree roost below Venford at dawn on 10 Nov. Recorded
from 12 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 13 in May, and from 16 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–
Dec. There were no records of White Wagtail.
MEADOW PIPIT. Very few in Jan and Dec, e.g., one on South Hessary on 30 Dec was the only one in two days of
walking (MLHS). Breeding was confirmed at Broad Marsh, Cadover, Clearbrook, Throwleigh and West Dart Ridge.
Max count was 45 at Ditsworthy Warren on 24 Jun, followed by: 40 at both Harford on 12 Sep & Laughter Tor on 7
Oct; 33 along Dr Blackstall’s Drive on 19 Oct; 30+ at Trowlesworthy on 23 Oct & 10 Dec; 30+ at Crownhill Down on
20 Aug & 29 Sep; and 25 at Warren House on 16 Apr. One was in a Christow garden during snow on 1 Mar, and
another in a South Brent garden in Nov. Recorded from nine out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 25 in
May.
TREE PIPIT. The first was on 8 Apr (Trendlebeare), the last on 15 Sep (over Huccaby). No confirmed breeding records,
but there were six territories in clear-fell area at Fingle Woods, seven in the Glaze Valley (Moorgate to Glascombe)
on 21 Apr and up to six at Bench Tor Apr–Jun. Singing was also recorded at Bellever, Burrator, Clearbrook, Dunsford,
Grenofen, Hembury, Huccaby, Soussons, Trendlebeare and Warren House. Recorded from nine out of 52 South Brent
parish monads in May, including two away from the moor at Stippadon and Thynacombe. Apart from one at
Soussons on 24 Aug, all Aug records were of migrants at Crownhill Down & Portworthy until 27 Aug, and the only
two in Sep were at Harford on 5th and Huccaby on 15th.
BRAMBLING. The last was on 3 Apr (South Brent), the first return on 25 Oct (Crownhill Down). A record of c.150 in
the Kennick area on 21 Jan (PC) was perhaps part of the flock of 300 reported from the Bovey Tracey area in Dec
2017. Otherwise during Jan–Apr, there were only singles at Challacombe, Dousland, Lustleigh and South Brent (but
no records from any of the 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan). First of autumn was one over Crownhill Down on
25 Oct, followed by: a single at Yarner in Nov; one or two in four out of 25 South Brent parish gardens during Oct–
Dec, all in Nov; and six among Chaffinches at Prince Hall on 4 Dec.
CHAFFINCH. Only seven full territories at Dunsford, the lowest number since survey began in 1980 (cf. 17 in 2017
and a post-2010 mean of 14), and 56 at Fingle Woods, where 25 birds were counted during the Nov/Dec survey. The
highest counts were: 100 at Prince Hall in Dec; 60 at Bellever in Oct; 40+at Soussons in Jan; and 40+ at South Brent
in Mar. Recorded from 26 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 40 in May, and in a total of 23 out of 25
parish gardens during Oct–Dec, with a max count of 16.
HAWFINCH. Five records, all singles during Jan–Apr, were from: Challacombe on 4 Jan (BR); Aish Ridge on 14 Jan
(PR); Yennadon Down on 28 Feb (HGA); Huccaby on 26 Mar (RHi); and a South Brent garden on 3 Apr (SHo). This high
total for Dartmoor followed the national and county invasion in autumn 2017.
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BULLFINCH. Confirmed breeding at Yelverton, and four territories at Fingle Woods, where nine were counted during
the Nov/Dec survey. Many records of one to six birds, but only four of more than six: 13 at Soussons in Feb; 10 in a
Buckfastleigh hedge on 2 Mar, in the snow; and eight at both Hembury in Jan & Pizwell in Dec. The only food
mentioned was rowan berries, at both South Brent in Jul and Honeybag Tor in Oct. Recorded in 12 out of 52 South
Brent parish monads in Jan & 16 in May, and in a total of 12 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec (four in Oct,
six in Nov and nine in Dec).
GREENFINCH. The max count was of c.30 in the Haytor Vale area on 7 Oct, but in view of the current scarcity of this
species, flocks of 12 & 10 in South Brent gardens in Jan and Mar, nine in Buckfastleigh in Feb and even one at Huccaby
in Feb were considered noteworthy. Recorded from three out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & seven in
May (total = 8, cf. 13–23 in 2014–17), and in a total of 11 out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
LINNET. Essentially a summer visitor to most of Dartmoor, there were no records during Jan–Mar, and none after 10
Dec. The first of the year was at Trowlesworthy on 1 Apr and the highest counts were: 50 at Venford in Jul & at
Cantrell in Nov; 40 at Crownhill Down & Western Beacon in Sep; and 40 at Leedon Tor in Oct. Breeding was confirmed
at Cantrell, Clearbrook, Roborough Down and Ugborough Beacon. At Roborough, 12 nests were found (seven
successful) compared to an average of seven over the previous five years with a similar level of effort, perhaps
because extensive swaling in 2018 concentrated the birds into more loose colonies, making their nests easier to find
(RJH,SMT). Recorded from 16 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in May & none in Jan.
LESSER REDPOLL. Recorded in all months, but double-figure counts mostly Jan–Apr, comprising: a max of 30+ at
Yarner on 13 Apr & at Portworthy on 4 Feb; 11 at Challacombe on 18 Jul; and 10 at Dean Wood on 30 Mar. No garden
records. Breeding confirmed at Challacombe, Clearbrook and Venford. Recorded in two out of 52 South Brent parish
monads in May & none in Jan.
CROSSBILL. Recorded in all months, but counts >10 only in Aug, Oct & Dec and the only record of confirmed/probable
breeding was at Grenofen. The highest count during Jan–Jul was nine in the Kennick area on 21 Jan, with smaller
numbers from Aish Tor, Bench Tor, Brimpts, Fingle Woods, Grenofen, Hexworthy, Statts Bridge, Venford and Yarner.
Higher counts during Aug–Dec included: a max of 50 at Soussons on 20 Oct; a max of 20 at Burrator on 31 Aug, and
at Crownhill Down on 25 Oct; 16 at Fingle Woods in Nov; a max of 15 at Bellever on 28 Dec; and 10 at both
Fernworthy & Huccaby on 30 Dec. The only records from other sites were nine at Deancombe in Oct, and two at
Yennadon in Sep.
GOLDFINCH. Breeding was confirmed only at Shaugh Prior, and the only counts >25 were from: Huccaby, 60 on 14
Aug; Cantrell, 30 on 1 Oct; South Brent, max garden counts of 30 in Oct & Nov and 25 in Dec; and Portworthy, 26 on
27 Aug. Recorded from 12 out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 30 in May, and in a total of 21 out of 25
parish gardens during Oct–Dec, with a max count of 30.
SISKIN. At Dunsford, where unknown before 2010, there were at least six probable pairs, close to the mean of 5.8
for the previous six years, and six pairs at Fingle Woods. Breeding probably also occurred at Burrator, Hembury and
Soussons. Double-figure counts occurred throughout the year as follows: 70 at Black Pool in Jul; 50 at Dunsford in
Jan, a max of 40 at Portworthy in Feb, 33 in Oct and counts of at least 10 also in Jan, Jul & Dec); 27 at Fingle Woods
in Dec; 25 at Yarner in Jan; and 12 at Venford in May. Recorded from three out of 52 South Brent parish monads in
Jan & five in May, and in a total of six out of 25 parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
YELLOWHAMMER. There were no Feb records, and very few in the other winter months, though they included
maxima of 17 and 10 from gardens at Didworthy & Aish respectively in Jan, and 18 from a farm near Buckfastleigh
in Mar. Singles at Crownhill Down on 5 Nov, one in a South Brent garden on 25 Nov and three at Blackslade on 31
Dec were the only records from the second winter-period. A decline at Dunsford, with only one pair present (cf. 5–
6 breeding in the 1980s) but at Fingle Woods a pair in a recently cleared area was new for the site. Recorded from
three out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan & 16 in May, and in two parish gardens during Oct–Dec.
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REED BUNTING. Although recorded in all months, the
only Jan and Dec records came from South Brent and
Cadover Bridge respectively, and several of the winter
records were from gardens: in Didworthy (Mar);
Shaugh Prior (Feb & Mar); and South Brent (Feb–Apr,
with a max of four on 18 Mar, & in Nov–Dec). The max
count was six, at the Avon Dam in Oct & Cadover
Bridge in Dec. There were no confirmed breeding
records, though singing males were present at more
than 20 sites during the breeding season. Recorded
from two out of 52 South Brent parish monads in Jan
& 10 in May, and in one parish garden during Oct–
Dec.
Reed Bunting, male. South Brent garden, Dec 2018
(Steve Hopper)

Category E species
MUSCOVY DUCK: a single was at Portworthy in Mar, and Burrator in Dec. BRAZILIAN TEAL: one at Portworthy in Jun.
LADY AMHERST’S PHEASANT: the resident male on Brent Hill, present since at least 2015, was seen and heard in
Apr and May, but not thereafter, and feathers found in late May could indicate his passing.

Pending Records
Records awaiting a decision by either the British Birds or Devon Birds Rarities Committee: BLACK STORK (a ringed
juvenile of unknown provenance on the River Avon about 1 km SE of Red Lake on 19 Jul); HONEY-BUZZARD (one E,
high over Ramshorn Down, on 21 May (; and MONTAGU’S HARRIER (one W at Trowlesworthy Tors on 19 Aug).

A SUMMARY OF CURRENT DARTMOOR BIRD RESEARCH
Bird research currently being undertaken on Dartmoor is summarised in Table 4 and comprises mainly
formal survey and monitoring projects. Most of these are specific to Dartmoor, but there are also national
and county projects which have a Dartmoor component. In addition, there are several informal, often
long-term, studies which go well beyond casual recording. Some of these are essentially part of larger
schemes such as the BTO’s Nest Recording and Ringing Schemes, but others are more independent and
tend to focus either on species or sites. Examples are: studies on roosting Goosanders, Hen Harriers and
Long-tailed Tits; studies on breeding Goshawks, Grasshopper Warblers and Nightjars; and bird-recording
at Huccaby, Moorgate (Wrangaton) and on regularly walked routes in the Burrator and Portworthy areas.
At some point we would like to produce a full list of such studies, so would be happy to receive further
details of any that are ongoing studies, particularly those not included above.
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Table 4. Dartmoor bird surveys and projects 2018 organised into national (blue), Devon (pink) and
Dartmoor (green) groupings (BBS = Breeding Bird Survey; one monad = 1 km 2)
Survey name

From

Species

Areas/sites

Methodology

Organisations
(and contact)

Output

BTO BBS

1993

All

Randomly selected
monads (seven in
2018)

Two visits in
breeding season;
two transects per
square

BTO/RSPB/JNCC

National reports,
with regional and
county data on
BTO website

BTO Heronries
Census

1928

Grey Heron
and other
herons

All known heronries

Occupied nests
counted during
breeding season

BTO

DBR species
accounts

BTO Nest
Record Scheme

1939

All

Nest box schemes, and
areas such as Holne
Moor, Clearbrook and
Shaugh Prior

Recording
information on
nests, eggs and
nestlings

BTO

Nest record cards
to BTO, but RH &
ST also submit
nest details to
Devon Birds

BTO Ringing
Scheme

1937

All

Nest box schemes and
other nests. Mistnetting at Bridford,
Challacombe, Glaze
Valley and Sampford
Spiney

Ringing and
recording other
details of birds in
the hand. Also
reporting of ringed
birds

BTO (NCW is
Devon Birds
Ringing Officer)

All data to BTO,
and selected
records to Devon
Birds, notably by
DJP for Bridford.
Ringing Reports
in DBRs

Wetland Bird
Survey (WeBS)

1948 (as
National
Wildfowl
Counts)

Water birds

All main Dartmoor
reservoirs, several clay
pits and two private
lakes

Monthly total
counts

BTO/RSPB/JNCC
(PJR)

DBR species
accounts, and
unpublished
annual Devon
WeBS reports

Goosander
Roost Surveys

1991

Goosander

Initially Dartmoor
reservoirs but since
2016 includes other
Devon sites

Synchronised
monthly winter
counts at dawn

None (PJR)

DBR species
accounts,
unpublished
reports and Reay
(2019b)

PiedFly.Net

2011

Pied
Flycatcher

Nest-box schemes at
scattered sites in SW
England (mainly
Dartmoor)

Nest-recording,
ringing and
geolocator studies

BTO; RSPB; DB;
University of
Exeter (MDB)

DBR species
account and
Ringing Report;
unpublished
report

Spotted
Flycatcher
Project

2016

Spotted
flycatcher

Specific traditional
nest sites on Dartmoor
(and wider Devon
area)

Tracking; fitting
geolocators and
monitoring returns

Devon
Birds/RSPB/BTO
(MDB)

DBR species
account and
Burgess et al.
(2018)

Dartmoor Mires
Project (DMP)

2010

Breeding
birds on the
blanket bog
(main focus
Dunlin)

Suitable/potentially
suitable habitat for
Dunlin on the north
moor

Transect walks – 2
to 3 surveyors 70m
apart; locating
Dunlin territories,
counting Skylarks &
Meadow Pipits;
recording habitat
variables

DNPA/RSPB (HB)

DNPA
commissioned
RSPB Survey
Reports.
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Dartmoor
Moorland Bird
Project (DMBP)
Snipe Survey
2018/19

2018/19

Snipe

Repeat of valley mires
visited in 2008/09 plus
any other sites
deemed likely to
support Snipe

Targeted transect
walks 2 to 3 abreast;
locating pairs;
proving breeding;
recording habitat

Dartmoor
Moorland Bird
Project (FF)

Unpublished
report of both
2018 & 2019
seasons (in prep.)

Dartmoor Ring
Ouzel Survey
2018

2018
(though
original
RSPB
survey
started in
2010)

Ring Ouzel

Traditional/historic
sites mainly in NW
Dartmoor.

Repeat visits to
traditional sites;
proving breeding mainly coordinated
volunteer surveys

Dartmoor
Moorland Bird
project (RSPB
HB/FF)

DBR species
account and
unpublished DMB
Report

Dartmoor
Training Area
survey (DTA)

2018 (last
in 2006)

Select range
of moorland
birds

DTA areas
(Okehampton,
Willsworthy, Merrivale
and Ringmoor)

Two visits; transect
walks. Max counts
per monad;
territories
estimated

RSPB/ MoD (HB,
Andy Stanbury for
RSPB & Crispin
D’Apice MoD

Unpublished
report

Dartmoor Wood
Warbler Project

2012

Wood
Warbler

All known Dartmoor
woodland sites

Nest-recording,
ringing and
geolocator studies

RSPB; DB; BTO;
Natural England
(MDB)

Unpublished
reports and DBR
Ringing Reports

Drewsteignton
Swift Project

2003

Swift

Nest box monitoring
and ringing

Counting and
ringing

NLD; MDB

Parish Magazine
updates; paper
pending

Dunsford
Woods BBS

1980

Woodland
breeding
birds

57 ha of woodland and
heath

Counting and
mapping breeding
territories/pairs
from repeated visits

DWT (DJP)

DBR species
accounts and
unpublished
reports

Fingle Woods
BBS

2014

Woodland
breeding
birds

339 ha of mainly
conifer wood, now
partly clear-felled

Counting, mapping
breeding
territories/pairs
from six visits April–
June

National Trust &
Woodland Trust
(TW)

Unpublished
reports
submitted to
National Trust &
Woodland Trust
and Devon Birds

Fingle Woods
Winter Bird
Survey

2018

Woodland
wintering
birds

342 ha of mainly
conifer wood, now
partly clear-felled

Four visits Nov–Feb
to record species
and numbers

National Trust &
Woodland Trust
(TW)

Unpublished
reports
submitted to
National Trust &
Woodland Trust
and Devon Birds

High Moor bird
monitoring

1980s

Dunlin,
Snipe &
other birds

Mainly north moor;
high moor

Birds recorded and
counted as part of
rain gauge
monitoring

MHLS

Records
submitted to DB
& shared with
other projects

Holne Moor
‘Venford’
Project

2013

Cuckoo and
other
moorland
species

Holne Moor (four
monads)

Nest finding, nest
recording, ringing

Holne moor
nesters & Exeter
University (CRT)

Nest record cards
& ringing records
sent to BTO; two
associated PhDs
theses

Operation
Wader (OW)

2005

Breeding
Dartmoor
waders

Range of historic sites;
strong focus on Haytor
area now, and the one
remaining Lapwing site

Frequent
visits/watches;
locating pairs &
nesting attempts

OW lead partners
Duchy of
Cornwall & DNPA
(JDA Project
Officer)

Annual
unpublished
reports
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South Brent
Parish Bird
Survey

2014

All

South Brent Parish (52
monads)

Recording presence
in each monad, now
just in January and
May

None (Brent
Birders, pPJR)

Brent Birders
(2018), and
unpublished
reports

South Brent
Parish Garden
Bird Survey

2018

All

South Brent Parish
area

Recording max
monthly counts per
species per garden
Oct–Apr

None (Brent
Birders, pPJR)

Unpublished
report
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